White Paper

Don’t hide the
cancel button:
14 strategies
for better
subscription
retention
Retention drives revenue
growth – and demands
focus across the subscription
business

Subscription-savvy consumers have high expectations
set by their favorite providers. They want flexibility and
generous terms, and are increasingly monitoring their
monthly subscription spend and canceling services that
aren’t providing good value. A sophisticated response is
needed to maximize retention and revenue – while crude
strategies that make it difficult to cancel will backfire.

Retention starts with
acquiring the right users
Recurring subscriptions are powering a vast range of
new services and providers – from video streaming to
home security, to health, fitness and nutrition. It’s easy
and inexpensive for consumers to sample a new service –
and just as easy for them to cancel.
With so many options, there’s a risk of subscription
fatigue setting in as consumers pay closer attention to
their monthly outgoings – aided by new apps and even
bank account tools helping them track subscription costs.
If a customer feels a subscription product isn’t delivering
enough value, they will cancel.
Subscription service providers have often prioritized
acquiring customers at the expense of acquiring the
right customers for the product. This risks creating a
subscription bubble that bursts at renewal time.
With the high cost of customer acquisition, a successful
retention strategy is the route to profitable subscription
business – yet is often neglected or delegated to an
individual without real accountability.
An effective retention strategy must be cross-business,
spanning marketing, onboarding, product, technology,
content and billing. Any one of these can be responsible
for a customer’s failure to renew.

“ Recurring revenue is now so important
to companies at the highest level. If
you’re trying to build a more valuable
business, raise your stock price or
attract investors, the more recurring
revenue you have, the more valuable
your company.”
- Robbie Kellman Baxter, subscription strategy
consultant and author of The Membership
Economy: Find Your Superusers, Master the
Forever Transaction & Build Recurring Revenue
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So many reasons to cancel

Mitigate with customization allowing customers to

Successful retention strategy starts with understanding

when that’s the best fit.

where in the customer journey problems are occurring –
at what point the customer perceives they are no longer

build a bundle if they choose, or keep things simple

•3 Subscription lock-in – one thing guaranteed to end

getting enough value from the product.

a subscription relationship on a sour note is making

Failing to meet expectations

through a customer call center to cancel.

The bar for a great subscription experience is set very
high. Consumers are used to a top-class service from
their interactions with leading subscription services like
Amazon and Netflix, and they expect:
• Flexibility – turning subscriptions on or off as needed,

the customer feel locked in, or forcing them to battle

Mitigate with simple, fair and generous terms that
favor the consumer. Knowing they can cancel at any
time means they’re less likely to do so. And even if
they do cancel, they’ll be happy to return when the
time is right.

responding to busy lifestyles or changing household
income.
• Customization – dialing up and down the level of
service, features, number of users or devices as
needs change.
• Generous terms – avoiding onerous restrictions or
notice periods, providing refunds when the provider
has failed to deliver.
Any subscription providers that aren’t matching this
level of user experience risk dissatisfied customers
deciding to cancel.

Tackling subscription fatigue
Understanding consumers’ motivations for actively
canceling a subscription underpins a retention strategy
that’s baked into every step of a customer’s journey.
Three factors are guaranteed to increase subscription
fatigue, earn a cancellation, and spoil the relationship
between subscriptions service and consumer:
•1 Subscription shame – a variation of buyer’s remorse
driven by the nagging guilt of having a product go
unused, whether it’s magazines piling up unread,
meal kits uncooked or videos unwatched. Consumers
can end up feeling that they’ve made a mistake in
signing up for unnecessary services.
Mitigate with flexibility to allow customers to pause,
and better-targeted acquisition to avoid having the
wrong customer for the product.
•2 Subscription overload – driven by subscription
providers loading their offer with more and more
services and options, leaving the customer feeling that
they’re paying for too many things they don’t need.

Is a monthly or
annual plan best?
A crucial question for many subscription
businesses is whether a monthly or annual
renewal cycle will maximize revenue and
minimize cancellations.
Annual subscriptions are proven to
increase revenue overall but with the
risk of lower retention as customers
are faced with the full annual charge,
often without the introductory
discounts they enjoyed on sign-up.
For services that may legitimately
be used for a shorter period, such
as dating and recruitment, forcing
customers to commit for a year can
be counter-productive.
In subscription businesses with higher
up-front onboarding costs, such as
providing equipment or training,
incentivizing customers to commit for
longer is crucial.
In all cases, respecting the drivers of
flexibility, customization and generous
terms is essential – avoid customers
feeling they’re locked in, and give
them a choice.
An effective strategy is to offer both
monthly and annual plans – but with
a significant discount for an annual
commitment
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Addressing different cancellation drivers
Not all customers want to cancel, even if they do so.
And while churn is normally unacceptable to a provider,
sometimes it’s best for both customer and service
provider when the relationship ends.

•3 A retention strategy should respond to the needs of
each individual customer – and can’t be managed
through aggregate numbers for churn and customer
growth. Tools like Redfast (see sidebar on page 6)
can be used to understand each user’s individual
behavior, predict when they’re at risk of canceling,

Passive churn occurs when there’s a problem with
processing the payment for a renewal. This can be

and make a tailored response.

significantly reduced by using advanced subscription

Avoid acquiring the wrong kind of users

management tools that tightly manage the payment

•4 Tempting as it may be to treat customer acquisition

card process. With these there is the potential for

as a volume game, the long-term success of a

immediately boosting top-line revenue by 6%.

subscription business depends on attracting the

Active churn is when the customer decides to end the
relationship. There can be very good reasons for this:
a recruitment service has done its job once the user has
found employment. But it’s unacceptable, active churn

Acceptable churn

Unacceptable churn

that can destroy the value of subscription businesses.

• Expired payment card
• Card processing failure

Manage with passive
churn prevention tools

• Customer’s income reduced

Make it easy to pause and
restart when appropriate
Passive churn

• Acquired wrong customer for product (marketing)
• Onboarded incorrectly (customer doesn’t know
how to use product effectively)
• Product not delivering on promise/value
(marketing)
• Product doesn’t work / fails (technical)
• Product “used up” (content insufficient)

Cross-business strategy
to manage these issues

• Customer moves away from physical
service location (e.g., gym)
• Customer achieves success with product
(e.g., finds partner with dating service)

Make it easy to leave,
maintain positive relationship
Active churn

Maximizing retention:
14 strategies to cut cancellation
Embed end-to-end retention strategy
across the subscription business
•1 Successful subscription businesses treat retention

right customers for the product. Retention needs
to work hand-in-glove with acquisition strategy.
For example, if a campaign to attract new users to a
video streaming service promotes one new hit show,
it risks attracting people who are only interested
in that title, not the value of the full streaming
service. These customers were never interested in a
subscription relationship in the first place, so when
they’ve finished watching their favorite show, chances
are they will cancel.

Onboarding new users effectively
•5 A slick onboarding process is vital if new users are
to engage positively with a subscription service.
When a new customer isn’t comfortable using the
service, or doesn’t understand how to get the most
out of it, they feel they’re not getting value and
may stop using it altogether. This is particularly the
case for more complex subscription products like
software-as-a-service (SaaS) or connected fitness
devices. Experienced SaaS companies closely monitor
customers’ use in the early days and have customer
success representatives proactively reach out and
help if it looks like users aren’t engaging.

as a strategic imperative, owned by senior
management. KPIs such as customer long-term-value
(LTV) and the frequency with which they return are
closely monitored.
•2 Retention can’t simply be managed at the point of
renewal. An effective retention strategy is embedded in
every part of the business, through every interaction
with the customer. From the marketing used to attract
subscribers in the first place, to the way products
are designed, priced and bundled, to the technology
needed to ensure a seamless experience – all play a

“ It’s about providing the right
experience at the right time with
the right payment methods and
the right service. Having those
things lined up helps users engage
emotionally. Make it so slick, why
would they not want to stay?”
- Mike Daley, subscription solution evangelist,
Vindicia

crucial role in avoiding cancellations.
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Ensure the product delivers on the promise
•6 Product marketing making clear what a customer
will achieve with the product, what it does – and
doesn’t do – is an important tool for reducing
cancellations. Otherwise there’s a risk of customers
thinking the product isn’t working, or is failing to do
what they need. Customer acquisition campaigns
that are aligned closely with the true features and
benefits of the product, avoiding over-selling, will
reduce this risk.
•7 Of course, the product or service must work as
expected. Technology platforms must be robust

•9 Products can also be “used up” if the customer never
needed much in the first place. For subscription
services aimed at higher-volume users and
businesses, it’s preferable to avoid picking up casual
users with a one-off requirement. If the customer
only has a small-scale need for the service, they won’t
stay as a longer-term subscriber. And while some
subscription businesses may be OK with this if their
cost base is low, for many that short-lived customer is
a drain on profit.

Building in flexibility
•10 Put power in the hands of consumers with options

and scale up as demand grows. A sports streaming

to upgrade and downgrade, pause and resume,

service that starts buffering in the middle of a live

even to drop down to a free tier as needs change.

soccer game is guaranteed to have viewers reaching

If consumers can’t make these adjustments easily,

for the cancellation option. Subscription services

they’re left with no choice but to cancel. In times

involving a physical element, such as deliveries, must

of global uncertainty, it’s even more important to

be reliable and arrive when expected. The onus is on

maintain flexibility. The value of this approach was

product, technology and operational teams to deliver

proven during the COVID-19 pandemic when many

on the promise of the service in the real customer

subscription customers found a sudden need to ramp

environment.

up (web conferencing, at-home fitness and video

Avoid customers “using up” the product
•8 The promise of an ongoing subscription isn’t
sustained if a customer feels they’ve already
consumed everything available. This is especially
true with services like video streaming – there should
be enough breadth and depth of content catalog,
kept fresh with constant refreshing. Customers keep
returning when there’s always plenty to watch.

streaming), or dial down non-essential services when
household incomes were under pressure.
•11 Think beyond monthly and annual subscriptions.
Many subscription products work well with a
seasonal offer, such as access to a favorite sports
league. Offering subscriptions that automatically
pause during the off-season means customers aren’t
left feeling bitter that they’re still paying for something
they’re unable to use. It’s better to keep a user on a
lower or free tier than to have them cancel.
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Consider pricing and discounts –
as a last resort
12
• If the product is not right for the customer, adjusting

the monthly fee by a dollar or two will have little
impact, so using price discounting should only come
into play once all the other strategies are in place.
However, for digital services with minimal marginal
cost, variable pricing and discounts can be a way
to keep subscribers coming back. Permanent
discounting may be acceptable in some subscription
businesses. A/B testing can be used to fine-tune a
discounting strategy and determine whether, say, a
5% or 10% rebate is most effective with each group
of customers.

Make it easy to leave – and easier to come
back again
13
• There are many legitimate reasons for a customer

wanting to leave, so let them. A successful dating site
would expect users to cancel once they’ve found their
soulmate. People move to a new house or financial
circumstances change. In these cases, make it very
easy for a customer to cancel – and to return when
the time is right. Consider using carefully-planned
and simple exit questionnaires to track the reasons
for leaving. And maintain the relationship through
marketing offers. For example, video streamer Hulu
has targeted some former subscribers with an
attractive $2/month deal if they return.

Manage passive churn
14
• With strategies in place to manage active,

unacceptable churn, it’s equally important to
address passive churn, typically caused by payment
card issues while processing a renewal. Cards can
expire or become temporarily blocked, credit limits
exceeded, or fraud alerts triggered.
A solution like Vindicia Retain can significantly reduce
this problem by intelligently correcting payment card
problems. While standard subscription renewal rates
hover around 75% for some providers, this can be
raised to 90% with just one payment retry. A service
like Vindicia Retain pushes that renewal rate still further
through more advanced payment card failure mitigation
techniques and optimized integration with payment
processing partners. Up to 30% of failed transactions can
be resolved, adding up to 6% to top-line revenue.

Reacting quickly to
online cancellation
signals
Vindicia is collaborating with Redfast to
provide tools addressing both passive and
active churn. Redfast helps subscription
service providers track and respond to each
customer’s individual behavior.
Quantifies and tracks each user
journey on a platform, whether the
customer is logged in or not.
Uses variations in behavior to offer
targeted guidance, as a “virtual
concierge.”
Proactively detects early user
behavior signals indicating a risk of
cancellation.
Increases user registrations by 150%
or more.
Increases upgrades from monthly to
annual plans by 30% or more.
Converts trial subscriptions directly to
an annual plan.
Reduces cancellations by 10%.
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Keeping customers drives
subscription profitability
Subscription service providers that are experiencing
lower-than-expected growth often find the problem is not
with attracting new customers, but retaining the ones
they already have.
Yet the focus, particularly in newer businesses, is often on

“ Rebalancing the emphasis
to manage acquisition and
retention as two interconnected
aspects of the subscription
experience is the key to
retaining customers and
increasing profitability.”

acquisition – even though it’s far more profitable to retain
a customer than onboard a new one.
Rebalancing the emphasis to manage acquisition
and retention as two interconnected aspects of the
subscription experience is the key to retaining customers
and increasing profitability.
• Make retention everyone’s problem, driven from the top
down with clear KPIs that balance customer acquisition
objectives with retention measures. It’s about acquiring
the right customers, not any customers.
• Understand the end-to-end user journey and root out
the problems causing customers to cancel and where
they’re occurring.
• Know who in the business is functionally responsible for
these issues and ensure they’re empowered to resolve
them by looking at the bigger retention picture, not just
their own departmental KPIs.
• Focus retention strategy on reducing the unacceptable,
active cancellations.
• Consider using advanced tools like Redfast to build
up a detailed picture of every digital interaction, and
understand each user’s individual behavior patterns.
• Accept that there are many cases when it’s right for a
customer to cancel, and let them.
• Address passive payment card churn with proactive
management tools like Vindicia Retain to avoid
unnecessary churn.

Vindicia for subscription business growth
In order to retain customers and grow, subscription service providers need to view the subscription process
holistically, understanding how customer acquisition, retention and growth are inextricably tied to the customer
journey, driving ongoing revenue streams and customer lifetime value. The end-to-end Vindicia subscription platform
supports monetization, personalization, retention and bundling capabilities that simplify customer engagement at all
touchpoints in the subscription lifecycle. What’s more, Vindicia’s subscription intelligence capabilities combine realtime views of subscription data with expert consultative guidance, turning granular data into actionable insights.
To learn more about Vindicia Retain and the Vindicia subscription platform, contact www.vindicia.com/contact-us.
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ABOUT VINDICIA

Vindicia offers comprehensive subscription management solutions that help businesses acquire
and retain more customers. Providing much more than just a billing and payments system, the
company’s SaaS-based subscription management platform combines big data analysis, strategic
consulting and proprietary retention technology. Vindicia provides its clients with more recurring
revenue, more customer data, better insights, and greater value throughout the entire subscriber
lifecycle. To learn more visit www.vindicia.com.
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